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Chapter 1301: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 2) 

After she finished this story, she didn’t know why she felt a bit suffocated. 

Because this story was too sad…… 

The previous host was the only daughter of the imperial censor, with a beauty that could collapse 

nations. 

She didn’t have any worries since she was young. Her father was very influential in court and she was 

loved by everyone. 

Everyone who saw her loved her, including…..Feng Xing Yue. 

The previous host had met him during the fall harvest season, in the back gardens of the Luo Manor. She 

was playing hide and seek with other girls, but she never thought that while hiding behind the white silk, 

she would be hugged by Feng Xing Yue. 

When the white silk came off, it wasn’t an exaggeration to say they fell in love at first sight. 

After that, they privately settled on each other. 

Feng Xing Yue was the seventh son of the current emperor, the son of concubine Leng. But because of 

his talent, he received the recognition of the imperial censor. 

But he was still very far away from the throne. 

Not only because of the six brothers in front of him, but because of his little brother. 

The emperor’s son, the crown prince, Feng Si Zui. 

The man who was called the number one handsome man of the capital. He had a strange disease that 

made his body weak, unable to even stand the wind and rain. 

It was said that he had been bitten by a snake when saving a person hunting outside the capital. The 

cold energy entered his body and almost took his life. 

The imperial doctors in the palace were helpless, but there was a daoist passing through Long Peace City 

who had seen through it all in one glance. 

He looked at Feng Si Zui before whispering in his ears, “Where the antidote you want is, you know 

better than me.” 

Feng Si Zui was surprised before revealing a faint smile, “Jianghu warlock, please leave the palace.” 

Even if Feng Si Zui’s body was bad, the emperor had already planned on giving the throne to him. 

These seemed unrelated to the previous host, but there was a great relation. 

Because the imperial censor who was the dad who loved her very much had rejected the proposal of 

Feng Xing Yue and married her to Feng Si Zui. 



Her dad only told her one thing, “The emperor set this marriage. It’s fine if you don’t marry, but all the 

lives of the Luo Family will be gone.” 

These words gave her no choice. 

Just like this, she married the emperor who everyone knew wouldn’t live long. 

The emperor was worried that Feng Xing Yue would act up, so he had sent him and his mother to the 

barren north. 

On the day of parting, the previous host entered the palace in a sedan and the supporting male lead 

Feng Xing Yue left the palace through the back door. 

The previous host was filled with hate, she hated the emperor and she hated Feng Si Zui. 

If Feng Si Zui didn’t agree to this wedding, she would have married her beloved and have lived a long 

and happy life. 

After entering the palace, Feng Si Zui named her his princess and let her stay in the Splendid Hall. 

But she would rather go to the cold palace where Feng Xing Yue’s mother had been, never coming out. 

Feng Si Zui knew that she hated him and didn’t dare bother her. 

She thought that he didn’t have any feelings for this fake wedding, but she was wrong….. 

He did this to protect her life. 

She lived in the cold palace for a year. There were new harem girls that came into the palace that year, 

but she never heard of Feng Si Zui favouring anyone. 

But he rarely came to find her. He gave her best of everything, but he just didn’t come see her. 

Gradually, she became unwilling, strangely unwilling. 

She wanted to retaliate against him, crushing his heart after letting him think that he had won her. 

That way, she could face her hatred and make up for the life that she and Feng Xing Yue should have 

had. 

  

Chapter 1302: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 3) 

It was snowing very hard that night. The previous host rushed to the imperial study wearing a blue plum 

blossom robe. 

Eunuch Li was very surprised to see her, but he still said, “The emperor is in the Splendid Hall.” 

The previous host was indeed surprised to hear this, she never thought that Feng Si Zui would be in her 

palace. 

That night, she walked in the snow. The cool lamps were hung outside the Splendid Hall and there was a 

faint scent of incense that came out. 



He personally opened the door and when he saw her, he panicked. 

Feng Si Zui never thought that she would come to find him or that she would change her mind, being 

willing to be with him. 

The happy days lasted a short half a year. 

The previous host was pregnant and the imperial doctor said everything went smoothly. However, her 

lips curled and she took out the ‘miscarriage drug’ she got. 

Actually, it was an abortion medicine. 

She killed her own child. 

Feng Si Zui was furious when he learned of this, spitting out blood in the Splendid Hall and wanting to 

kill all the imperial doctors. 

But at this time, the previous host told Feng Si Zui the truth with a strange smile. 

The child, I killed it. 

She used half a year to completely lure him in and then stomped down on his sincere heart. 

He asked her why. 

She said, “I like Feng Xing Yue.” 

There was something else in her heart, but she didn’t say it…… 

Actually, the previous host had liked the male lead, but she didn’t admit it and wasn’t willing to admit it. 

She thought that she would only love Feng Xing Yue in this life, she wouldn’t go back on their promise 

and love. 

He became violent, cruel, paranoid, and domineering after that. 

He never went to the Splendid Hall again and didn’t care about where she went. 

He hated her, very much. He wanted to use every method to torture her, he even wanted to go to hell 

with her. 

But he didn’t do that in the end because the previous host never paid attention to him. 

It really was funny, a person that didn’t care, she would never do anything for you or feel any pain for 

you. 

After half a year, his body became even worse. Feng Xing Yue had established his power in the barren 

north and came down with his army. 

That was the last time the previous host saw Feng Si Zui as he returned from the battlefield in his 

armour. 

On the battlefield, he said to Feng Xing Yue, “If you take a single step forward, I’ll kill Luo Qing Chen.” 

Feng Xing Yue narrowed his cold eyes, “Please.” 



In the cold palace, he told her, “Your Feng Xing Yue is back, do you still hate me?” 

She said, “I do, I can’t wait for you to die.” 

At that time Feng Si Zui took out a dagger from his chest and moved towards her step by step as she 

retreated step by step. 

In the end, he took her hand and placed the dagger in it, stabbing it right into his heart. 

It should be at that moment that the previous host realized just who she loved. 

She even hoped that Feng Xing Yue was already dead, that way his country wouldn’t be threatened. 

That way she could deceive herself by staying in the cold palace, staying by his side. 

In the end, Feng Xing Yue found her and Feng Si Zui’s corpse in the cold palace. He already had another 

beautiful girl by his side. 

“It seems like we have forgotten our vows to each other.” Feng Xing Yue had a trace of hatred in his eyes 

as he said this before continuing, “Of course, since I have promised that I would stay with you, I don’t 

care about your dirty body.” 

The girl standing beside him revealed a smile, those words really were ear piercing. 

The previous host gave a cold smile. She didn’t even look up as she took Feng Si Zui’s dagger and 

stabbed it in her heart. 

  

Chapter 1303: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 4) 

She finished sorting out the story. It was just half a month ago when she lost her child, her body was still 

weak. 

Luo Qing Chen could clearly feel that she couldn’t use enough strength, but she had to give the system a 

thumbs up in this world! 

It was winter, but her cold palace was filled with stoves. 

“Empress, you’re awake.” Xiao Cui quickly came over and looked at her as she said, “What does the 

empress want, let this servant do it.” 

Luo Qing Chen waved her hand and said, “The Splendid Hall……is anyone living there now?” 

Xiao Cui heard this and timidly said, “Reporting to the empress, no one lives there now, but……” 

“But what?” 

“The emperor has already sealed that place.” 

Luo Qing Chen calculated the time before looking at Xiao Cui, “How many concubines have been sent 

into the palace over the years?” 



“Reporting to the empress, there are quite a few harem girls, but they’ve never seen the emperor. As 

for concubines…..there is only concubine Xi.” 

Xi Jin, the daughter of the prime minister. Zither, chess, calligraphy, and drawing, she was proficient in 

everything. 

Feng Si Zui only took her as a concubine after all these years, there must be a reason other than the 

power the prime minister had. 

After all, she couldn’t imagine a man who would stab his own heart for her happiness in a year loving 

anyone else. 

System, give me the male lead’s affection. 

[Affection is 50%, hatred is 50%.] 

Hatred…..What is this? 

[Hate! Hate! Hate!] 

Speak properly! 

[The host must clear the hatred while bringing the affection to one hundred to obtain the love of the 

male lead.] 

So the current male lead is like the memories, he is violent, cruel, paranoid, and overbearing, correct? 

[Yes.] 

What about a year later? 

[Despair and death.] 

! 

Luo Qing Chen’s thoughts: This can’t be blamed on Feng Si Zui because if she was in the role of Feng Si 

Zui, she would do something even more terrifying. 

When the paranoia reached nothingness, all that was left was despair and death. 

“Clean up everything, we’ll be heading back to the Splendid Hall later!” 

– 

Standing at the gate of the Splendid Hall, she was wearing a cashmere cloak. There were two large white 

seals on the vermilion door which wrote: Sealed. 

Luo Qing Chen raised her hand and ripped off the seal. 

“Empress……” Xiao Cui on the side looked a bit worried. She bit her lip and said, “If we do this, the 

emperor will punish us……” 

Luo Qing Chen could hear from Xiao Cui’s tone that she was speaking up for her since this girl had been 

by her side until the end. 



“He won’t.” She shook her head as her lips curled into a faint bitter smile, “He won’t care.” 

For the current Feng Si Zui, she was a devil, one that he wished would go to hell with her. 

But she was clear that Feng Si Zui’s hatred was natural. 

If it was her, she would definitely hate the cruel previous host. Using her own flesh and blood as a 

bargaining chip to fill the other side with despair. 

[The previous host paid a painful price, the host shouldn’t think too poorly.] The system seemed to have 

sensed her thoughts and its mechanical voice slowly sounded in her mind. 

She took a deep breath and didn’t reply. 

The previous host leaving 50% affection was worse than leaving nothing. After all, the paranoid hatred 

was even more terrifying. 

She used her life to hurt a man who she loved so deeply, she really was—— 

Stupid! 

  

Chapter 1304: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 5) 

At the same time, in the Willful Palace. 

Feng Si Zui was playing chess with Xi Jin. His face was a bit pale, but one couldn’t see the bottom of his 

ink like eyes. 

“Emperor, that…..” Eunuch Li suddenly came in, looking a bit panicked. 

He looked at Xi Jin and stopped talking. 

Feng Si Zui took a black piece and his eyes sparkled slightly as he said, “Say what you want.” 

His voice was very cold. It was as cold as thousand year old ice, but each word had an absolute majesty 

in them. 

“The empress, she…..” 

“Ding dong.” The black piece landed and his fingers trembled slightly. 

“Speak.” It was just a single word, but it contained absolute hatred, as well as a bit of worry. 

Eunuch Li immediately heard one of them and quickly explained, “Reporting to the emperor, the 

empress is fine. Only…..she returned to the Splendid Hall.” 

He was a bit surprised as a look of disbelief appeared in his dark eyes, “When?” 

“Just……now.” Eunuch Li looked at Xi Jin. After all, this concubine was the one that was currently being 

favoured by the emperor. If he was to mention the empress who had already lost favour in front of her, 

he might put himself in a bad situation. 



“Won’t the emperor take a look?” Xi Jin’s expression was very calm. Only her brows moved slightly, 

there wasn’t too much of a change in emotions. 

“I won’t.” His star like eyes had a bit of a glow to them as he put down a black piece, “It isn’t her first 

time moving in. No matter what game she is playing this time, I won’t have any expectations.” 

“The emperor’s mouth says he doesn’t expect anything, but his body is honest.” Xi Jin revealed a faint 

smile as she slowly surrounded that black piece, “You’ve lost.” 

The air around them suddenly became silent. 

He could hear the strong beating of his heart and the trace of joy that was in it. 

After a while, he gave two coughs, “Fine, I’m heading back.” 

Although the emperor came to the Willful Palace normally, he never stayed the night. 

As for the reason why, only he and Xi Jin knew. 

“This concubine respectfully sends the emperor off.” She gave a bow, but when she looked up, Feng Si 

Zui was already gone. 

She muttered to herself after that with a sigh, “Not fated, they are the same as us.” 

That night, there were many people who couldn’t sleep. 

The next morning, when eunuch Li came to the Splendid Hall to check up, Luo Qing Chen learned the 

Feng Si Zui was holding a ‘Hundred Flowers Blossoming’, letting the thousands of harem girls show off 

and have a chance to become a concubine. 

This news was casually mentioned by eunuch Li, but Luo Qing Chen knew that this ‘casual’ was 

‘intentional’. 

“If the empress needs anything, you can tell this servant at any time.” Eunuch Li had a smile as he gave a 

bow, “The emperor ordered that the empress will be the master of the royal harem, nothing can be 

neglected no matter what happens.” 

“Un.” She looked into the mirror before casually saying, “Do you need something else?” 

“Yes…..The emperor said that in the Hundred Flowers Blossoming in a few days, the empress does not 

need to go.” Eunuch Li was a bit surprised before finding it a bit strange. 

“As the master of the harem, this one should see the concubines that will be entering the harem in the 

future.” She had a hibiscus comb that she used to comb her hair into a bun before inserting a butterfly 

shaped emerald green coral hairpin into her hair. Then she casually said, “But if the emperor does not 

welcome this one, this one can not go. But……this one has some words I want you to bring to the 

emperor.” 

  

Chapter 1305: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 6) 



Eunuch Li was a bit surprised. Although the empress looked the same as before, there was an 

indescribable difference in the tone of her voice. 

“Empress, please.” He lowered his head and cupped his hands. 

“Ask the emperor……to call Feng Xing Yue back from the barren north!” 

“Ding.” A soon as her voice fell, the comb fell out of Xiao Cui’s hand and her face was pale. 

In the court and the harem, who didn’t know that the three words Feng Xing Yue was taboo? 

It shouldn’t be said, it can’t be said, it couldn’t be said!” 

She had a faint smile in her eyes as she said, “Do you understand?” 

“This servant……understands!” 

“Go then!” 

When eunuch Li left their line of sight, Xiao Cui kneeled down and cried, “Empress, you can’t do 

something this dumb!” 

She cried softly, but each tear fell down her face like pearls. 

Luo Qing Chen felt a bit sorry for this little girl who was only twelve. After all, she had no relatives and 

the previous host was the one who saved her. 

“Relax, it’s enough to do dumb things once.” She raised her hand and helped her up, “Not to mention, 

that person isn’t worth doing dumb things for.” 

Feng Xing Yue, it was a different question whether he was scum or not, but their promise had long 

scattered. 

Since she wanted to protect Feng Si Zui’s land, she definitely couldn’t let Feng Xing Yue gather power in 

the barren north. 

He had to come back…… 

[Ding, affection hasn’t changed, hatred has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now -10%.] 

To be honest, when she heard the notification from the system, there was a great power that rose in her 

heart! 

Was there a mistake?! The hatred increased this easily? 

But this proved the eunuch Li had passed her words and he was very angry….. 

“Peng!” There was the sound of porcelain being smashed that came from the imperial study. Eunuch Li 

was kneeling on the ground, trembling the entire time. 

Feng Si Zui held his chest with a pale look as sweat dripped from his head. 

“Someone, quickly……quickly call the imperial doctor.” 

“No need!” His ice cold voice slowly came out as his dark eyes were bottomless. 



But in the flickering light, one could see the deep despair in them. 

“Emperor, the dragon body is the most important!” Eunuch Li firmly insisted with a worried look in his 

eyes. 

This empress was just too cruel, she had killed her own flesh and crushed the emperor’s heart. 

Now…..Now she was actually asking the emperor to let Feng Xing Yue return to Long Peace City! 

“Dragon body?” He gave a cold laugh. His eyes were so cold that they could freeze people, but there was 

a taunting smile on his face. 

“Emperor……” 

“Reporting to the emperor.” Another eunuch on duty came through the doors of the imperial study and 

seeing the shattered porcelain on the ground, he was so scared that he fell into a kneeling position, 

“The…..The empress…..The empress is asking for an audience.” 

His expression changed and the feeling of a storm coming made people’s hearts tremble. 

Luo Qing Chen was standing outside the imperial study and although she had a thick cloak around her, 

she was still shivering from the cold. 

It was winter and it really was cold…..She was afraid that the medicinal soup in her hands would turn 

cold. 

After all, she had used five hundred points to exchange for this from the system. 

After a while, two eunuchs came out at the same time. Eunuch Li looked at her with an almost pleading 

look, “Empress, the emperor is sincere towards you…..Ai…..Please don’t hurt him again.” 

This was a eunuch that had taken care of Feng Si Zui for twenty years, he was speaking the sincere 

feelings in his heart. 

  

Chapter 1306: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 7) 

She took a deep breath, but she didn’t say anything as she slowly walked into the imperial study. 

There were some things where if you didn’t take the first step, you would be in a cage for an eternity 

and would never be able to walk out. 

There was a faint musk in the air of the imperial study, which was very light, but soothing. 

Feng Si Zui had his back to her and was standing against the eastern wall. He was looking at the picture 

on the wall which had a dazzling person. It was only a few lines and there wasn’t a face. 

There was a table by the painting which had a bottle of gu in it. It was around the size of a bowl and 

there was a gloomy aura around it. 

Luo Qing Chen slowly moved towards him, stopping just three meters away as she gave a bow, “This 

concubine greets the emperor.” 



“Concubine?” Feng Si Zui gave a cold laugh. His eyes when he turned made her heart skip a beat. 

His face was a bit pale, but those sharp features looked good, like it was carved from jade. However, 

there was a coldness on it that kept people thousands of miles away. 

“Didn’t you call yourself Qing’er before?” His lips curled even wider and there was a faint bloodshot look 

in his bottomless deep eyes. 

Without knowing why, there was a strange sense of suppression when she came into this room. 

The sense of suppression didn’t come from Feng Si Zui, but rather something else. 

The feeling that Feng Si Zui gave her was a very terrifying feeling…… 

“I heard from eunuch Li that the emperor has been having nightmares recently.” She softly bit her lip as 

she came forward step by step, putting the medicinal soup in her hands in front of him, “Drink this, it’s 

good for your body.” 

She did this because she didn’t know what poison was in Feng Si Zui, so where could she find the 

antidote. 

She only knew that his illness couldn’t be delayed. In the memories of the previous host, even if that 

dagger didn’t pierce his heart in the end, his body wouldn’t have been able to last much longer. 

The system’s medicine could make his body become normal at least, he wouldn’t be that weak. 

As for the poison, what did the system say? 

[It’s better to let the one who caused it to solve it!] The system spread its hand, showing that the host’s 

memory was very bad! 

“Good for my body?” Feng Si Zui suddenly took a step forward and stopped only a few centimeters away 

from her. His sharp eyes looked at her with hatred as he said, “Luo Qing Chen, what tricks are you 

playing?” 

What else did she want him to do? The pain she caused him was already enough to rip his heart apart 

for a lifetime! What else……did she want? 

If she really were to poison him, would she get away with it? 

He, he…..How laughable this is! In the face of this medicine which was almost 99% certain to be poison, 

his heart wasn’t willing to let her die…… 

Without knowing why, when Feng Si Zui said these words filled with hatred, there was a suffocating 

feeling in his chest. 

It really…..felt uncomfortable! 

She pursed her lips and looked up a bit. Her clear eyes looked into his eyes without looking away at all, 

“Wouldn’t the emperor know after drinking it?” 



“This one never thought that other than wanting me to die, you would have something else you want!” 

As soon as his voice fell, his lips curled as he said, “Oh! This one almost forgot, you still want Feng Xing 

Yue!” 

Actually, when he said this, she suddenly felt a bit wronged, strangely wronged. 

She looked up at him again and said, “Will the emperor drink or not?” 

  

Chapter 1307: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 8) 

Feng Si Zui raised his brows as his eyes filled with a deathly despair. He suddenly raised his right hand 

and grabbed her wrist, slamming it right into the picture on the eastern wall. 

“You want me to drink, right?” He slightly pursed his lips as his hands kept using force on her arm, as if 

he was going to crush her at any second…… 

“Right.” Her eyes trembled slightly, but there was a determination in those starry eyes. 

No matter how difficult this step was, she had to take it because she knew that this man in front of her 

had a heart riddled with holes. 

“Un hump.” His lips curled into a bitter smile. His left hand took her waist as his right hand took the 

medicine from her right hand. 

Without another word, he drank it all down. 

She was stunned. Other than hearing the sound of Feng Si Zui swallowing the medicine, there was only 

the sound of her own heart beating fast. 

Without knowing it, before she could react, his left hand quickly moved up her waist and came to the 

back of her head. His dark eyes were firmly looking at her lips. 

He kissed her without any hesitation. Between his lips, there was his cold as ice voice that said, “Let’s go 

to hell together!” 

Luo Qing Chen felt a strong taste of medicine in her mouth. The final mouthful of medicine had been 

pushed into her mouth by his cool lips. 

Since it was poison, since he was going to die, let’s go to hell together, alright? 

But when he sent the medicine in his mouth to hers, he still swallowed the rest that was in his mouth. 

He, he……this really was a joke. He wasn’t afraid of death, but he was afraid of hurting her…… 

She suddenly trembled as she swallowed the medicine in her nervousness. She blinked in a daze, looking 

at him with an innocent look. 

At the same time, there was a surprised look that appeared in his eyes. 

This feeling was very strange. It was like time and space had frozen, passing by all the love and hatred. 

At that moment, he was only thinking one thing: Can we kiss again, can I have you? 



[Ding, hatred has reduced by ten. Mission completion rate is now 0%.] 

“It’s a bit…..sweet!” To be honest, the medicine from the system really did taste good! 

Her beautiful eyes were crystal clear and there was a faint blush that spread over her white as snow 

face. 

Feng Si Zui’s eyes trembled as he was a bit enamoured. 

Luo Qing Chen really did look good, a beauty that he couldn’t look away from…… 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 10%.] 

With two mechanical notifications in her ears, she slowly came back to her senses from her red face and 

fast beating heart. 

When she wanted to say something, Feng Si Zui shouted like he was crazy, “Quickly, someone, call the 

imperial doctor!” 

Call….Call the imperial doctor for what? 

Luo Qing Chen raised her right hand a bit as she slightly knit her brows in confusion, “That……” 

Feng Si Zui pulled her hand and took her by the waist. The moment he hugged her, there was a bit of 

confusion in his deep eyes. 

Why did it seem like he…..suddenly didn’t feel that weak….. 

He knit his brows and shook his head. There was no time to think as he carried Luo Qing Chen to the 

couch with a bit of worry in his eyes. 

He narrowed his sharp eyes and said with an absolutely determined tone, “You aren’t qualified to go to 

hell with me!” 

  

Chapter 1308: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 9) 

She looked up and felt that there was an indescribable obsession in Feng Si Zui’s eyes. 

That obsession, there was a strong possession and an indescribable tenderness. 

“Go to what……” 

“This concubine——” Before Luo Qing Chen could finish, a bunch of imperial doctors came in to kneel in 

front of him, “This minister……” 

“Don’t be wordy.” Feng Si Zui had the absolute tone of a ruler as he said, “Quickly take a look at her. 

“Look at what?” Luo Qing Chen wanted to struggle, but his slender fingers tightly took her wrist. 

The imperial doctor quickly took her pause and after several seconds, they said, “The pulse of the 

empress is stable, there aren’t any major problems. She just needs to stay warm and avoid the cold.” 

Feng Si Zui narrowed his eyes as he revealed a confused look. 



He had thought that it was almost certainly poison that she gave him, but she didn’t actually poison him. 

What did this girl want to do? Was it for his good? 

He, he……Impossible. 

Someone who would kill her own child after half a year to take revenge, how could she suddenly be 

good to him? 

He……didn’t believe it. 

“Understood, leave.” Feng Si Zui waved his hand at eunuch Li as he said, “Clean up.” 

Eunuch Li immediately understood and gave a bow, “Yes.” 

The porcelain shards on the ground and the bowl which contained the medicine were all taken away, 

there were only the two of them left in this imperial study. 

“The reason for having eunuch Li pass this message…..” After a while, he coldly looked at her as his lips 

curled into a taunting smile, “You want to let Feng Xing Yue return to Long Peace City?” 

She could clearly tell that when Feng Si Zue said the final words, his tone became incomparably cold. 

It was like the words Feng Xing Yue was a limit. For him…..it was a very hard limit. 

“Yes.” She took a deep breath as she said with a faint sparkle in her eyes, “As soon as possible.” 

After all, the longer Feng Xing Yue remained in the barren north, the more likely he would establish his 

own power. 

She couldn’t take any risk this time. This force had to be stopped before it could even begin. 

“He, he……” He gave a cold laugh and leaned in slight, looking right at her as a chill came from his body, 

“You don’t even want to lie to this one.” 

Everything made sense. She gave him this medicinal soup just to let Feng Xing Yue return to Long Peace 

City. 

Luo Qing Chen, ah, Luo Qing Chen, why is your love so obsessive. What is so good about your Feng Xing 

Yue that’s worth you doing this? 

“Alright, this one promises you.” His dark as ink eyes were filled with despair. He knit his brows, but his 

lips curled into a beautiful curve as he looked at her, “But the empress has to agree to one thing for this 

one.” 

She was a bit surprised. She held her hands and calmed down her breathing as much as possible as she 

asked, “What is it?” 

“In the Hundred Flowers Blossoming in a few days.” His cold eyes narrowed and those eyes no longer 

looked at her as he said, “The empress’ ‘eyes’ has always been good, help this one choose a few 

concubines!” 

“Me?” She felt a bit unhappy in her heart. 



But to let Feng Xing Yue come back, she had to do this. 

After all, she only had 10% completion right now. No matter what she said, Feng Si Zui wouldn’t believe 

it. 

“That’s right, you.” His eyes suddenly looked at her, “I ask the empress to send them directly to this 

one’s Endless Hall, in exchange…..for the person of your heart returning to Long Peace City.” 

  

Chapter 1309: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 10) 

“Alright.” Luo Qing Chen’s voice trembled a bit, but there was a determined look in her clear eyes. 

When she saw his cold smile, she felt her breath stop for a second. 

That smile, that coldness. 

He slowly raised his hand and his slender fingers slid across her face, “Do you see the Gu on the side?” 

She suddenly trembled, as that dark feeling reached the bottom of her heart. 

The Gu next to the painting on the eastern wall had given her a suppressive feeling when she walked in. 

Now that Feng Si Zui mentioned it again, she couldn’t help feeling a chill run down her back. 

“What……What is it?” She pursed her lips and she didn’t forget to look over. 

Feng Si Zui grabbed her wrist and pulled her in front of the Gu. 

There was the faint smell of blood that slowly came out. She swallowed her saliva and couldn’t help 

taking a step back. 

But Feng Si Zui didn’t give her a chance as he instantly opened the Gu. there was a pair of sharp eyes 

that looked at her with absolute despair as he said, “This is the child you killed.” 

There was a strong smell of blood that reached her nose and she took a step back as her heart beat 

wildly fast. 

This feeling didn’t come for her completely, most of it came from the previous host. 

It was the child that she had sent to hell, the blood left inside was the blood that the previous host left 

after drinking the abortion medicine. 

“Un……” She closed her eyes and her lashes trembled slightly. The scent of blood made her stomach 

churn and there was a strong guilt that hit her heart. 

She held her chest and took deep breaths as her face turned pale. 

Feng Si Zui who had been standing in front of the Gu trembled. He thought that she would coldly turn 

around after seeing this blood. 

But he didn’t know that she would have such a large reaction. 



“This one never thought that you would react like this.” He carefully closed the bottle of Gu and waved 

his right hand, “This one will have Feng Xing Yue return to Long Peace City tomorrow, but you have to 

remember, even if this one will go to hell with you, you will not be able to be with him!” 

As soon as his voice fell, he didn’t turn back as he left the imperial study, leaving her sitting on the 

ground alone. 

She looked up at the Gu not far away and suddenly her heart skipped a beat. 

The previous host really was…..a heartless person. 

She felt the most pain for Feng Si Zui in the end. Just how far gone was this man that he would still leave 

the previous host her life after she did such a cruel thing. 

To let her live a life without care and protecting her from everything. 

So much that even if he was certain that it was poison, he would still find the imperial doctor after 

feeding her the last sip…… 

He didn’t think that if there was a problem with the medicinal soup, he would be the first to die….. 

When she returned to the Splendid Hall, she didn’t sleep all night. 

The next morning, Feng Si Zui had called Feng Xing Yue back as she wished. 

The ministers of the court had all begged him to take back this order, but he didn’t budge. 

He was clear that he hated her, he hated her very much. 

But even like this, if she wanted something…..he wanted to help her achieve it. 

The moon that night was very beautiful and Xi Jin made some cakes for the altar in her room. 

This was the altar for the general Zhong Zhe. 

“The day of loss…..drink a few cups with this one!” Feng Si Zui stood at the door of her room and didn’t 

come in. He just elegantly leaned against the door frame and gave a sigh. 

  

Chapter 1310: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (Part 11) 

Xi Jin and Zhong Zhe were two friends that he had met when he was still a prince. 

The three of them would often drink wine and talk, but they didn’t ask about their identities. 

It wasn’t until Xi Jin and Zhong Zhe promised to be together that Feng Si Zui learned that Zhong Zhe’s 

father was the general Zhong Guo. 

The veteran of three dynasties, the battle tested general. Zhong Zhe wanted to go to battle very much, 

but his father wasn’t willing. In the end, he could only wander around Long Peace City all day. 

But if he wanted to marry Xi Jin who was famous at the time, Zhong Zhe felt his identity didn’t match. 

After all, he was different from his father. He wanted to rely on his own power to marry Xi Jin. 



When Feng Si Zui learned of this, he used his identity as the prince to recommend Zhong Zhe. In a battle 

against the southern barbarians, he had won and received the name Far General. 

Everything had been going smoothly, but something caught them off guard. 

On the day of Xi Jin and Zhone Zhe’s wedding, someone reported the Zhong Family for treason and the 

evidence was conclusive. 

The emperor had given the order, completely destroy the Zhong Family. 

Zhong Zhe begged to see Feng Si Zui all night, begging him to save Xi Jin. 

Although Feng Si Zui was the prince, he still couldn’t do anything after using all his power. 

When it was related to treason, whether it was true or not, it was poison in the eyes of the emperor. 

He couldn’t save anyone from the Zhong Family, so he could only say that he liked Xi Jin and wanted her 

as a concubine. 

Xi Jin didn’t agree at first, but Zhong Zhe told her that she had to live. That way she could use the rest of 

her life to prove the innocence of the Zhong Family. 

The emperor had promised Feng Si Zui in sparing Xi Jin’s life, but she couldn’t enter the eastern palace 

and could only live in a remote place of Long Peace City. 

When Feng Si Zui took the throne, he let her enter the palace and took her as a concubine. 

Actually, Xi Jin wasn’t willing to enter the palace at first, but because of Feng Si Zui’s worry about her 

safety and his promise to Zhong Zhe, he used a radical method to bring her to the palace. 

“Why does the emperor want to drink with this concubine tonight?” She drank a full cup and a blush 

appeared on her white as snow face. 

He suddenly revealed a bitter smile as he said, “What is on the mind of a woman in the end?” 

“Love.” After a while, she slowly looked up to take a deep look at Feng Si Zui as her eyes filled with 

complicated expressions. 

“He, he.” He gave a cold laugh and drank one cup after another. Then he said with a soft sigh, “She 

didn’t mind killing her and this one’s flesh in order to hurt this one, why is there love? 

Loving Feng Xing Yue…..? 

“Actually……” Xi Jin drank two cups and put her right hand on her cheek. There was a faint sparkle in her 

eyes as she looked at him, “I really envy her.” 

There was a crazy emperor who had given all his love and hatred to her. 

Shouldn’t this be worthy of envy? 

“Envy?” Feng Si Zui’s eyes turned cold and a chill came from him. His lips curled into a cold arc, “When 

Feng Xing Yue returns to Long Peace City, this one wants to know if you still think it’s that funny then.” 



She was surprised. This ice cold emperor had misunderstood her meaning. Her envy wasn’t about Luo 

Qing Chen wanting Feng Xing Yue to come back to Long Peace City, but rather there was such a good 

man who loved her deeply. 

Loving her to the bones, hating her to the heart. 

“Reporting to the emperor and concubine.” The maid of the Willful Palace slowly came forth to give a 

bow, “Eunuch Li is requesting to see your majesty, he says…..that it is related to the medicinal soup.” 

 


